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Modified cars and the rising price of petrol:

All tests have been conducted on a healthy NA engine and have been conducted to eliminate as many

variables as possible. But as with any test anomaly's and errors may occur.



Intro:

Some people may believe that if you modify your car its going to drink more fuel. This is true for some mods

but for most basic ones it is untrue and can save you gas since your engine doesn't have to work as hard for

the same power.

I'll also give some suggestions to keeping your fuel economy good but if you are reading this you most

likely already know them.



Tests:

The tests were done on a rolling road dyno using low load mode, Fuel usage was measured using inbuilt

data-logging as well as measuring the difference in the fuel cell.

The car tested was a EG9 b16a 155.XXXKs perfect compression in all cylinders no smoke or oil usage.

Mods tried include, exhaust, intake, Stock and tuned ECU, 91 and 95 octane fuel.

The stock exhaust wasn't entirety stock as it had a generic muffler as a stock one would be very blocked and

the price for a new Honda one would to too expensive to justify.

A generic filter on the stock intake was used.

This test doesn't account for aerodynamics nor the weight of the car.

A older car in a less healthy condition would have worse results.



Results:

While we wanted to keep it as accurate as we could we measured the distance we got per 1L from the fuel

cell. 30% load was used on the dyno and the car held at 100kph in 5th until 1L of fuel had been used.

Ks were measured with the dyno since its more accurate.

30% load is equivalent to 1.3 ton and tests had a max time of 30mins so the dynos brakes wouldn't over heat

altho this wasn't a problem as the tests lasted 10-15mins. The air being feed into the radiator was around

18C.

The ECU was reset between each test and left to idle for a while with new fuel to make its own adjustments.



Runs:

All Stock Parts:

Test 1A:

Stock intake/exhaust/Tune/91.

21.9Ks were reached on 91 octane.

26% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 1B:

Stock intake/exhaust/Tune/95

21.9Ks were reached on 95 octane.

26% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 2A:

Stock intake/exhaust/91.

Using a pre tuned map

23.1Ks were reached on 91 octane.

25% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 2B:

Stock intake/exhaust/95.

Using a pre tuned map

23.3Ks were reached using 95 octane.

25% throttle needed to maintain speed.



Modified Parts:

Test 3A:

stock exhaust/Tune/91.

Using Cold air intake.

22.1K were reached using 91 octane.

23% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 3B:

stock exhaust/Tune/95.

Using Cold air intake.

22.1K were reached using 95 octane.

23% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 4A:

stock exhaust/91.

Using Cold air intake.

Using a pre tuned map.

23.7K were reached using 91 octane.

22% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 4B:

stock exhaust/95.

Using Cold air intake.

Using a pre tuned map.

23.9K were reached using 95 octane.

22% throttle needed to maintain speed.



Test 5A:

stock Tune/91.

Using Cold air intake.

2.25inch collector back to free flowing muffler.

22.6K were reached using 91 octane.

21% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 5B:

stock Tune/95.

Using Cold air intake.

2.25inch collector back to free flowing muffler.

22.6K were reached using 95 octane.

21% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 6A:

91.

Using Cold air intake.

2.25inch collector back to free flowing muffler.

Using a pre tuned map.

24.0K were reached using 91 octane.

21% throttle needed to maintain speed.

Test 6B:

95.

Using Cold air intake.

2.25inch collector back to free flowing muffler.

Using a pre tuned map.

24.0K were reached using 95 octane.

21% throttle needed to maintain speed.
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As you can see opening up the breathing of your engine creates more power so you use less throttle to

maintain the same speed which overall lowers your fuel usage. This can be increased even further by getting

your engine tuned. The pre created tunes used in this test had only been tuned for between 15-40% throttle

which works out to 430-750mbar and were working in closed loop while the stock maps were working as

normal off the stock 4 wire o2 sensor which was brand new as an older one may perform worse. With

ignition tuning you could further increase the results but there wasn't enough time to test that.

I suspect that would make 91 and 95 perform a lot more differently.



Suggestions:

So if you adapt your driving style you will save gas.

Also I've noticed from the tests that 91 octane doesn't give any better mileage unless your engine has been

tuned for it. My tests in the past have shown the 95 has gotten more mileage than 91 so I don't know how to

account for that, Maybe I subconsciously drove easier on the 95 in those tests as to justify the price.

Being that the EG9 runs a P30 with knock detection I assume it was making its own adjustments to timing

altho there shouldn't be any knock with such low load.



Do's:

Keep your car clean:

Not only on the outside as this will improve aerodynamics but on the inside too since any rubbish you're

carrying around is added weight.



Only carry what you need:

The more weight your car has the more energy it uses to keep it moving.



Keep your tires inflated to the recommended specification:

This is an often over looked thing. You should be checking your tires weekly since it can save you in the long

run, Not only on new tires but on gas as well.



Keep your car well maintained:

This is another over looked thing, giving your car a service shouldn't be put aside, new oil and clean filters

will help you save gas and should pay for them selfs in no time.



Leave early so you can drive in a normal smooth fashion:

If you need to be some where leave early that way you wont be rushing and you wont put your foot down, If

anything you'll drive a bit slower so your not too early.



Don'ts:

Don't drive around on a check engine light:

If you're driving around with a CEL your ecu will be dumping more fuel in.

My ex-flatmates car is a perfect example, She drove around with CEL and would only get 280ks for a full

tank. Then she went and blamed it saying “Hondas are bad on gas and they are slow and gay”



Don't fit large after-market spoilers:

If you don't have a need for one all its doing is adding wind resistance and weight.



Don't race between every set of lights:

There is no point racing between every set of lights, all you're doing is looking like a dick.



Don't use your car as a storage unit:

As I've already said more weight = more fuel usage.



Don't fit non-functional bonnet/roof scoops:

It's the same as a spoiler, adds wind resistance for no reason.



Don't do this:



Random Google Image



Other Comments:

I can't comment on what effect an after-market body kit would have as I haven't done any testing nor seen

any wind tunnel tests with them.

I would assume that they would create more drag which would increase your fuel usage.

While lowing a car would create less drag and decrese your fuel useage.



Why Piggyback systems are useless:

Intro:

First off the title is a bit miss leading. They aren't completely useless and can be used well with good gains

on lightly modded cars or cars that don't have any aftermarket tunability.

I've had a fair bit of experience with them but I wont claim I'm an expert. There are others out there that will

swear by them. But my opinion on them is that you can get far better tunability using free software, Mainly

BRE (OBD0) and Crome (OBD1). Then you just need to pay for your ecu to be chipped and dyno time

which you'll be paying for anyway with a air fuel controller.



The good the bad and the ugly:

Good:

They do have some good points to them especially in newer types. Such as having read outs of RPM, Battery

Voltage and features like shift lights and warnings.

Bad:

This job should be done by specialised gauges, They mainly add these functions since they are cheap to add

and let them raise the price over competing products with the promise of more features.

Ugly:

This info is shown on a tiny screen and you can't always view every bit of it requiring you to push a button to

display another screen of data.

This could be disastrous if you were to operate while racing or even on the open road where a lapse in

concentration could mean the end of your car not to mention your life.

Good:

They are extremely easy and quick to tune. Only requiring a wide-band O2 sensor and adjustable fuel

pressure regulator.

Bad:

They have no control over ignition and other important parameters when tuning. Ill cover more on this under

“HOW They Work:”

Ugly:

Running too much ignition timing can destroy an engine.

In effect they are lying to the ECU about the map sensors readings and this is one of the most important

sensors for your tune.

Good:

They are easy to install.

Bad:

This is true if you get the adapter harness but I'v seen more installed without the harness then with it. And a

lot of the time they haven't even been soldered in. They have just been installed with the wires twisted

together then taped up.

Ugly:

When ever you chop the harness that wire has the potential to cause problems in the future when diagnosing

a problem. I personally try to avoild chopping the harness at any time and if I do I make sure to have it

cleanly soldered and heat wrapped with a nice red wrap so it can be identified easily in the future.



Notes:

I could go on forever with good/bad/ugly but instead ill limit it to these main points and get on with the rest of this post.



How They Work:

It is quite simple how they work. They take a reading from RPM and MAP sensor. Then they change the

signal of the MAP sensor to trick the ECU.



What they can do:

There is a lot they can't do but what they can do is remove fuel by telling the ecu that there is less air in the

manifold then there really is.



______________

A stock Honda N/A ECU has 10 columns 1 for an extreme vacuum (This will be used when engine braking)

to just above earth's atmosphere (which is usually 14.7 PSI but this changes with temp and location).

On tuning programs its displays as below.



Screen shot taken of Crome and d15b map.



When your car idles it will be between column 1 and 2 normally more in column 2. At wide open throttle it

will be between 9 and B10 normally more in column 9.

RPM is down the left hand side.



What they can't do:

They can't add fuel or independently change the ignition timing. Fuel has to be added by raising the fuel

pressure with an adjustable fuel pressure regulator.

_______________



Just like fuel the Stock N/A ECU has the same layout for the ignition timing. This is measured in degrees

before top dead center.
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